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 Materials needed:

• 1 pair of white ladies dress socks (preferably flat 
knit, cotton/poly dress socks)

• 1 pair of white men's work socks that are fuzzy on 
the inside.

• Black embroidery thread, white embroidery thread 
and embroidery thread to do personalization on felt 
heart.

• pink powdered blush
• ¼ yard of pink flannel fabric
• polyester fiberfill stuffing
• hand needle/thread
• All Purpose white thread and all purpose thread to 

match flannel color. White hand quilting thread, 
white upholstery thread.8

• sew-on Velcro
• Felt square for heart 
• 1 square of black craft felt
• Invisible ink marker

Basic Sock Toy making techniques: There's a few basic hand stitches and knots you should know 
when making sock toys, which if you're not aware of yet, you may want to practice before beginning. 
These are very simple once you get the hang of it.

Tying a quilting knot: Insert threaded needle into a small piece of the fabric, leaving the tip of the 
needle sticking out of the fabric, wrap thread around tip of needle 3 times and pull needle through, 
pulling knot tight, insert needle back into the toy at the knot to hide your knot, then cut thread off. See 
illustration: 
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Using a ladder stitch: A ladder stitch attaches two pieces of fabric together without the threads being 
seen. You begin with your threaded needle, holding your two fabrics together or pinned together, insert 
needle in and then out of fabric piece #1, then directly in and back out of fabric piece #2, going along 
like this until connected. See illustration below.

Embroidery: If you have your embroidery floss handy, you'll notice that there's 6 individual strands 
wound into one. When I embroider, I like to use only two of the strands, just removing all but two of 
the strands. Especially on small toys, you don't want your eyes/mouth too thick. 

Embroidery back-stitch diagram:The following demonstrations shows how to make a straight line with 
the embroidery thread, used to make the nose, mouth line, as well as personalization for the felt heart.

Choosing Socks: The exact socks I used for this project are white ladies crew socks, which are a 
standard cotton/poly dress sock. Although, you can use other different socks to create your lamb. I find 
flat knit socks are easiest to work with, these are the socks that are not fuzzy on the inside. For the 
men's work socks, choose the white cotton type that are fuzzy on the inside, the fuzzy side will become 
the “wool” on your lamb.

Soft Sculpting: I prefer to use hand quilting thread when I do soft sculpturing. It's thicker and stronger 
for pulling threads tight. The dual duty plus brand by Coats and Clark has a glace finish which keeps it 
from knotting up as easily as an All-Purpose cotton thread. However, you could also use 4 strands of 
white cotton thread on your lamb, if you are unable to get the hand-quilting dual duty plus thread.

All seams are 1/4” unless otherwise stated. Begin and end all hand stitches with a quilters knot, begin 
and end all machine stitches with a back-stitch to secure. All parts are attached with the ladder stitch. 
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Making the Lamb: Begin by using the ladies white flat knit sock, cut off the cuff part of the sock 
about 1/2” below the heel of the sock as shown below. 

Flat knit sock #1:

Stuff the top section of the sock all the way to the bottom and using the white hand-quilting thread, 
ladder stitch closed. Stuff both arms.

Using white upholstery thread or other strong white thread, tie a neck on the large stuffed sock as 
shown below. 
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Flat knit sock #2: Cut off the cuff (leg portion of the other flat knit sock, same as you did on the other 
sock and cut cuff in half to make two legs in the same way you made the arms. You won't be using the 
other portion of this sock but can save it for later to use for another toy. Stuff the legs.

Men's Sock #1: With this sock turned inside out, (fuzzy side out) cut off the elastic part of the cuff (leg) 
of the sock, so it easily slides over the stuffed sock, don't cut it too short though, it needs to completely 
go over the head/body of the other stuffed sock so that it completely covers it, slip it over top of the 
other head/body stuffed sock, pull it all the way down, then with your invisible ink marker draw a 
circle where the face of the lamb will go, carefully cut out the circle being careful not cut through to the 
other sock, (you can remove the sock and then cut the circle out if it's easier). Next, using upholstery 
thread, tie the neck area again bringing the outer sock in with the inner sock. Now the bottom of this 
sock can be tucked in and ladder-stitched closed. Using an invisible ink marker, draw two dots where 
the eyes will go, a nose and a mouth. If you will be soft sculpting the face, do Not attach sew the fuzzy 
sock circle around the face until after the face sculpting is done.
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Optional: Adding dimension from soft sculpting: Using your hand-quilting thread ,make a knot on the 
right eye spot, securing the thread to the sock, then insert needle coming out near the neck string out of 
the flat knit sock but underneath the fuzzy sock, pull the string and knot it to bring the eye inward and 
the face outward, repeat for the other eye. Then you can sew around the face attaching the fuzzy sock to 
the underneath sock. Turn edges of fuzzy sock inward slightly and do the ladder-stitch to attach it to the 
underneath sock.

You can also add a sculpted smile to your lamb by pulling the edges of the mouth upward. Make a knot 
on the right eye, insert needle coming out at the right corner of the smile, insert needle slightly to the 
left of the mouth and come back out at the right eye, pull string to bring the corner of the mouth 
upward, knot in the eye to hold, repeat for the left side. 

The Eyes: From black felt, cut two 1/2” circles. Using 2 strands of white embroidery thread, stitch 
white specks in the middle of the eyes to add a sparkle to the eyes. Attach the eyes to the toy with 2 
strands of black embroidery thread. Use the following diagram to attach felt. You can attach the felt 
heart shape to the chest in the same way. If you will be putting a name on the heart, do that before 
attaching it to the toy.
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The ears: If you have any fuzzy sock left over from the cut off of the first sock, you can use that for the 
ears, if not, you will need to use sock number 2 of the men's white sock for this. You need to cut two 2” 
squares from the fuzzy sock and two 2”squares from the pink flannel. With right sides together, 
(Remember the fuzzy side is the right side for this project) sew a triangular ear shape onto the squares 
as shown below. Then turn right side out and ladder-stitch the ear closed.  

Now, you can attach the ears to the head. Lamb ears are quite low down about in the middle of the 
head, as shown below. Using a ladder-stitch, stitch the ears on in an angle pointing downward, you 
don't want the ears to stick out too far. 
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Next you can attach the arms and legs. Attach them in the position you want them to stay. If you want 
the arms to hang down sew them on at an angle. Then you can sculpt the feet and legs/arms.

Bend foot upward and ladder-stitch to hold as shown below.

Once you have blind stitched across the top of the foot, knot to hold with a quilting knot, then insert the 
needle back in at the knot, coming out at the bottom of where the first toe will be, bring thread around 
to other side of toe and insert needle, pull string tight to make the two toes, knot to hold. Repeat for all 
four feet/hands. You can also bend the arms/legs at the elbows/knees and stitch into position as shown 
in the photo example above.
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Making the diaper: Optional: The lamb looks adorable with a colored flannel diaper on. To make the 
diaper, fold your flannel fabric in half and place pattern piece on the fold, trace piece onto the fabric 
and cut out. Repeat. Sew the two pieces right sides together, leaving a small opening for turning. Turn 
right side out and machine stitch the opening closed with like colored thread. With white thread, 
machine stitch the Velcro onto the outer edges of the diaper, (the rough part of the Velcro should go on 
the outside). Then, put your diaper on your toy and mark where the other Velcro pieces need to go, so 
the diaper is a perfect fit for your toy. Go back to your machine and stitch the soft Velcro parts where 
you made your marks. 

© Copyright Notice: This pattern is originally created by Jennifer Williams of Cutest Creations. This pattern 
may not be copied or shared with anyone outside your household. No digital or hard copies can be made of any 
part of this pattern other than for your own personal use. It is not permitted to create toys from this pattern for 
sale online or elsewhere unless prior permission is given by Cutest Creations. Permission will not be given to 
mass produce toys made from this pattern. No large corporation may produce toys made from this pattern 
without licensing. You will need to show receipt of your pattern purchase before being considered to sell any 
toys made.  You will not be permitted to sell finished toys at any craft show that Cutest Creations has a booth at. 
If you are permitted by Cutest Creations to make and sell toys made from this pattern, you must include the 
following statement on any page, labeling or packaging for your toy. 

*This toy is made from a pattern from Cutest Creations, the original designer. I have been given permission by 
Cutest Creations to sell toys made from the pattern. 

All illegal sales of this toy will be removed from any online listings. Copyright infringement is taken seriously 
by Cutest Creations.  
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